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Introduction 

While instream water is a naturally occurring resource, water authorities 

incur costs in storing and managing the distribution of the water. To cover these 

costs irrigators and other users are charged for the supply of water. In the past, the 
distribution of the charges were determined by the Water Authorities' pricing 

policy. With the introduction of transferable water entitlements, the fmal 

distribution of water charges, and income derived from the water resource will in 
part, be determined by market forces1 • 

In developing a water policy, common property writers, such as Randall 

(1980), view the role of regulating institutions as promoting an efficient and 

socially just distribution of the available resource. The objective of this paper is to 

evaluate alternative water pricing regimes in rerms of their effect on the distribution 

of income derived from water entitlements in d market environment. The paper will 
assess the distributional consequences of trJde under three pricing mechanisms 

across four methods of water allocation. The payoff vectors from trade will depend 

upon bargaining between irrigators. To incorporate the bargaining process, a 

number of gaming equilibria are used to estimate potential payoff vectors from 

trade. 

Altemative water pricing regimes 

To date, there have been two main methods of water pricing in Australia, two-part 

and simple volumetric pricing. Both these methods are based upon on a cost 

approach to water charging. An alternative approach is to charge according to the 

benefits derived from the water resource. Each of these pricing policy mechanisms 

will be briefly explained. 

Simple volumetric priCing 

A simple volumetric charge, as the name suggests, involves charging for 

each unit (megalitre) of water consumed. The charge per unit tends to be constant 

provided the consumption is within the water allocation. While such a system of 

pricing is administratively simple, it has been questioned whether a volumetric 

1 While water markets in Queensland are in their infancy, they could become an 
important redistribution mechanism in the future. 
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pricing policy will ?romote efficiency. Griffin and Perry (1985), for example, argue 

that a volumetric pricing regime in isolation will not provide incentive to limit water 

consumption, irrespective of the price charged. Surely though, a very high charge 

would limit water use. To promote efficiency, Doppler (1977) argues for a 

combined volumetric (per unit ccnsumed) and fixed water price. 

In terms of being seen as equitable, a volumetric pricing system is based 
upon a "same price for same service" philosophy, and so promotes an individualistic 

view of equity • Australia is seen as a society which aims at promoting the tI greatest 

happiness of the greatest number" and so would support a single unit charge for 

water. Whether volumetric pricing promotes distributive equity (re1ative to other 

possible pricing rnethods,such as two--part and benefit pricing), and other criteria of 

social justice is an issue which may be subjected to empirical analysis. 

Two-part pricing 

Two-part pricing involves charging each potential water user a 

minimum fee irrespective of whether water is used or trot, and a constant 

price per megalitre of water consumed. Such a policy may not be seen as 

"equitable" as it imposes a fixed cost on irrigators irrespective of use. 

Benefi t pricing 

Cost of supply approaches to water pricing, such as volumetric or two-part 

pricing, while useful in recovering capitaJ and recurrent costs, or some proportion 

of them, do not consider income distribution of users. An alternative to cost-based 

pricing is to base the charge according to the benefit received from the water 

allocation. Benefit pricing, as the name suggests, is based upon the value of the 

final production. TIle charge could be a set l?Crcentage of the total gross margin of 

an irrigated crop or the differential between dryland and irrigated gross margins. 

Carruthers and Clark (1981, p. 189) argue that if the benefit approach is 

used, it is advisable to charge according to a proportion of the incremental benefits 

from irrigation (net revenue with irrigation less net revenue without irrigation) and 

not solely on the gross revenue from irrigated agriculture. If equality of incomes is 

a policy objective, benefit approach to pricing based upon an adjustable charge, 

proportional to the benefit derived from irrigation, could be utilised. 
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Seagraves and Easter (1983, p. 670) argue against benefit pricing, claiming 

that "a common fallacy in the literature on irrigation pricing is a recommendation 

that prices be based on benefits. This means that users of the same water supply will 
pay different prices. tt Is this fair or equitable? Seagraves and Easter (1983) argue 

such a policy could be seen by users as 'downright unfair'. Further, they argue that 
such a policy would be too complex to be commonly acceptable and the pricing 

schedules would be difficult to estimate. 

While a general discussion of the distributive consequences of a1ternative 

pricing mechanisms is Usefll) in establishing the effect of the initial distribution of 

the costs (or part there of) associated with the resource, sight should not be lost of 

the fact that water allocations, and therefore the costs and revenue associated with 

water allocations, are now subject to market forces. The final distribution of water 

~harges and the income derived from the resource, will depend upon the bargaining 

environment of the market. Game theory has been shown to be a useful tool in 

modelling the process of bargaining, and can incorporate formally defined theories 

of social justice. 

The model 

Suppose there are a number of individual fanners are competing for allocations of a 

scarce water resource. These farmers may be regarded as players in a competitive 

market or "game". The complete set of players is N, where N = {I ,2,3, .. n}. In the 

process of trade, groups of players will enter into agreements. A group of S players, 

where S is a subset on N, is known as a coalition2
• If there are n players, the 

number of possible coalitions is 2n. In order to keep the algebra in this study to a 

manageable size, the market has been limited to six players, for which a total of 26 

or 64 coalitions is possibleJ
• 

2. Sometimes the term Dartial coalition is used for groups of only some of the 
players and the term super coalition is used for all players. 

3. For any coalition, Player 1 could be either a member or a non-member. For 
each of these two possibilities, Player 2 in tum could be a member or non
member. For each of these four possibilities, Player 3 could be either a member 

or a non-member. In general, 2"-1 arrangements are possible if the null coalition 
is excluded. 
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The expression v(S) will be used to represent the aggregate payoff to 

members of a coalition S. The payoffs to individual players acting in isolation may 
be represented as v({ 1 }),v({2}), •.. v({n}). 

A "solution" to a game is a vector of the payoffs received by each player. 
This payoff vector or reward vector may be written x = {xl' "2' x3' ••• xn}. A 

number of solution concepts or methods of deriving a reward vector are possible. 

The most commonly used solution concept is the~. The core is the set of 
pareto-efficient imputations or reward vectors which are not dominated by other 

imputations. For a payoff vector to be in the core, and hence a reasonable candidate 

for a solution, it must meet the conditions of individual rationality, group rationality 

and joint efficiency • In essence, the set of core reward vectors satisfy the following 
conditions4

: 

Xi ~ vetil) for all i ~ N •.. (1) 

(2) 

n 

1:: Xi = v(N) (3) 

i=1 

The set of reward vectors which form the core is often too large to provide 

any usable information. As a result, theorists have examined alternative means of 

contracting the core to a unique solution. One of these unique solutions is the 

nucleolus. 

The nucleolus 

The nucleolus is the reward vector whose excesses for all coalitions are as 

small as possible. By excess we mean the amount by which the worth of a coalition 

exceeds the receipts of its members in isolation. The nucleolus is estimated by a 

series of linear programs which reduce the core to tbe point where tbe maximum 

excess has a constant value throughout the set and aft)· further reduction would 

obliterate the core. The process of estimating the nucleolus begins with contracting 

the core to the "least core". The "least core" is found by 

4. For a more detailed outline of these axioms, see, Owen (19SS), Shubick 
(1982, 1984).and Friedman (1991). 



~finimising yeS) - EXj 
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If (e) is the excess, then the nucleolus is found by: 

Minimizing e 

subject to 

x. + e ~ vetil) for all i eN 
• 

Ex. + e.2:. v(S) 
• 

ieS 

N 

Ex. = v(N) 
r 

i=l 

(4) 
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To estimate the nucleolus the set of coalitions whose c:xcess equal (e) are put aside 

and the next-largest excess is estimated. This process :; repeated until no coalitions 

remains. If the core is convex, the procedure will result in a unique reward vector 

corresponding to the lexicographic centre of the core; a minimax solution. 

A Rawlsian approach 

In developing a water market policy ,Randall (1980), among others, viewed 

the role of the market as being to promote an efficient and socially-equitable water 

distribution. In evaluating eqcity, the social choice philosophies most frequently 

embraced by economists include the Rawlsian and Utilitarian (Benthamite) theories 

of social justice. 

This paper concentrates on the Rawlsian theory of social justice6
• Under the 

Rawlsian theory of social justice, the objective of society is to maximise the welfare 

of the worst off members of society. Rawls (1971) discusses the economy, and so 

5. For a more detailed expUanation of the nucleolus see Scheidler (1969)# 
Maschler eta aI., (1979) and Wang (1988). 

6. As transferable utility is assumed, all imputations within the core are optimal 
under a utilitarian criterion of social justice. To estimate a unique payoff vector 
under a Benthamite criteria of social justice would require a comparison of 
individual utility functions. 
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the set ·of policies effecting society , as a 1".3)'.;.la1 state. Suppose individuals in a social 

state are ordered in terms of their welfa.re such that "iff 1s theith position in a social 
state x and xi is the welfare is the, welfare of individual i in this .social state 7• The 

Rawlsian lexicographical rule would argue that for a pair of social states x,y, it is 

true that x > y ( i.e. social state x is preferred to social state y) if and only if there 

is some individual j,(l oS j oS n), such that 

x. > y .• and 
J J 

X. = y., for all i < j (Sen, 1973, p. 234) 
I • 

A mathematically tractable approach to obtaining a Rawlsian solution is to maximise 

..•••..• (5) 

subject to core condition constraints. 

Applying alternative pri~..ing methods in the Border Rivers region 

As an empirical example of how game theory can be utilised in water 

management decision making, six representative farms from the Border 

Rivers region of Queensland have been selected. The characteristics of the 

farms are presented in Table 1. The current pricing policy in the Border 

Fivers region is a simple volumetric charge for in stream waters. The 

instream water is divided into regulated and unregulated flow£)9 and are 

charged under different schedules. The charges adopted in the paper are 

$1.50 and $7.40 for unregulated and regulated water respectfuilyJO. 

7. A varietY of definitions of welfare could be chosen. but in the present context 
on IV the general concept is needed. 

8 This has not always been the case, in fact the pricing of regulated water in the 
Border Rivers Region has gone though a period of change. 

"Until 1985/86, the announced allocation was 100 per cent of the nominal 
allocation, and irrigators had to pay a minimum charge of 75 per cent of their 
allocauons, whether used or not. In 1986/87, this was changed to a charging 
policy whereby irrigators paid only for what they used. In 1987/88. this was 
again modified so that irrigators paid a minimum charge equal to the cost of the 
initial announced allocation (55 per cent}" (CWPR, 1988, p. 50) 

9Unregulated flow results from unexpected high flows in the nver system. 

10 The charge of $1.50 for unregulated water as only for the first 500MI. 
Unregualated flow consumption above 500MI is assumed to be free of charge. 
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Table 1 

Characteristics of RepresentativeFarras 

Single 
Farm Land Use Area Volumetric 

Anocatioo * 
1 Pa!.1ure 40 91.2 
.2 pasture! 40 180 

lucerne 16 
3 ci.I 0 24 
4 Cott1>Q 202 780 
5 Pa.stureI 81 420 

Barley 20 
6 Cotton 405 (3)390 

* based on 60% announced alloca\~on. 

The regulated charge of S7.4O MI, given 1885 .. 2Ml available for 

consumption by the six irrigators, represents a total revenue for the Water Authority 

of 513,950. If a two-part pricing policy was introduced witba fixed charge of 75% 

of announced allocation, the same revenue ($13,950) would be achieved from a 

fixed cost charge of 510,462 (75% of 13950), and a variable charge of $1.85 Ml if 

aU the water is utilised (SI0,462 + $1.85 x 1885.2). The .fixed.charge for Player 1, 

for example, would equal 75% of his announced allocation, viz. under a single 

volumetric entitlement this would equal $ .506.16 (91..2ML x $7 .. 40 x 0.75).. Similar 

calculations were performed for each Farm under eachrnethod of allocation. The 

water charges under such a two-part pricing policy for each of the representative 

fannsare presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Two-part pricing charges for each method of allocation 

Up-frontcbarge ($) 

Variable 

Player Siml!le Volumetric AD Allocation Charge 

Cons.Use Trad. Cons. Use Trad. ($1ML) 

207.95 506.16 241.98 837.66 1.85 

2 858.92 999~OO 967.37 1220.17 1.85 

3 0.00 133.20 0.00 222.00 1.85 

4 5832.71 4329.00 5600.78 3804.47 1.85 

5 1118.10 233LOO 1208.29 2253~91 .1.85 

6 2444~94 2164.50 2444.44 2124.65 1.85 

Finally if benefit pricing was introduced it may be based upon the difference 

in gross margins resulting from irrigation, weighted according to the area of land 

under irrigacion for each crop typel!. As an example, the water charge for inigating 

crop (i) could be calculated as, 

where 

water charge. =(dtyland - impled )(total revenue) 
1 1 1 

.}; croparea.(dryland. - inigatedi) 1 1 

crop ~ is the area planted to cropi 

drylandj is tbegross margin for dryland cropi 
irrigatedj is the gross .margin for irrigatedcrop;_ 
total revenue is the total revenue required by the water authority. 

Table 3 summarises the caIculationofadjusted gross margk.s for the single 

volumetric method of allocation_ For example, for lucerne the difference in gross 

margins between irrigated anddryIand fanning is $877 .. In total 16 hectares of 

luceme are grown. The weighted water charge for growing one hectare of lucerne 

amounted to $9.1.77 ,andthe :adjusted gross margin is $885. 02. 

Given the adjusted gross margins and front-up (..harges associated with the 

,alternativemetbodsof water pricing, the payoff vectors from trade were estimated 

using the game theory models. 

11. More complex methodsofbenefrt pricing have been proposed. Carathers and 
Clark (198", for example, suggests determining the ,minimum acceptable income 
lavel, ,and then the 'proportion ,of benefits attributable to irrigation is taxable. 



Table 3 
Benefit ,pricing under the single volumetric method of allocation. 

Difference ,in Water Adjw;ted 
Crop Area(Ha) Gross Margins ($fHa) 'Gross ,Margin 'Ciw:ge Gross 
Cede Dryland Irrigated ($lHa) (SIMI) Margin 

pasturel 58.85 161,.;61 247.'82 86.21 9~O21 23,8.79 

pmure2 8LOO 161..61 244.19 82.58 8~641 235.54 

lucerne 16.:00 99.80 976.79 876~99 9L770 :885.;02 

antonl 128.65 452.54 1067.18 614.64 64.311 1002.38 

barley 20.00 9L20 180.75 89.55 '9.3707 171.38 

cotton2 44;96 45354 104550 ,592~96 '6~049 983.45 

Results 

Estimating the :equilibrium of -each ,game was done in two stages. Frrst,the 

potential payoff to each ,coalition was estimated, :then the game proper was ~solved 

using the payoff to the coalitions :as constraints in each game. 

A Linear PrQgramming model was developed for ,eachcoa1itionof farmers 

under each pricing policy and method of allocation. The Linear programming 

models took into consideration the water requirements of tbecrops :grown, the:area 
of irrigable land, water allocation, ,and evaporation and rainfall of the district. The 

incomes presented ,considered in the analysis :arebasedsolely on the revenue 
generated from the inigable land availab1e to the farms. :Other farm enterprises :are 

not taken into consideration. It is ,assumed thatinigation farming 'constitutes the 

mainsourse of income fnrthe farmers. 
The estimated payoffs 10 thecoa1itions were used as constraints in the 

gaming models. A summaryofre.,ults is presented in Table 4 .. Inevaluating the 

distribution of income derived fromaltemative pricingr~gimes ina market 

environment, two criteria :have ,been used. 'One :method took the initial income of the 

farmers ·as giv.en and assessed the distribution of .the additional income derived from 
trade. The nucleolusexiC()graphlca11y oroerstbett,excesseslf farmers receive above 



Tab1e4 
Summaty of p~yoff v:ectors after tmde 

PricingR~ghi~ 
Method ,of:a1location Twcrpart )pri.cing 

Farm 1 2 3 4 :5 6 
'Cons~use Nuc1eOlus ·4812 24376 '0 199829 ,22362 ·4161i79 

All Rawlsian ,4995 ,25259 iO 194270 27732 415300 
ADocatiQU TraditiomiI Nucleolus 9585 26932 1430 1:81933 28492 ·413184 

Rnwlsian 11062 28356 1539 1115420 39413 411110 
Cons~use ')luc1edlus ·4534 23653 ,0 J96819 26352 416198 

Single R.awlsian 4615 24302 '0 196470 26722 ,415450 
AUocation Traditional NuCleolus 16757 24772 ,687 187931 33159 414250 

Rawlsian 7441 25352 768 1:80250 40339 413400 

Pricing Regime 
Method :of:allocati<m Simple Vo1umetricpricing 

farm 1 2 3 4 :5 .6 
,Cons.ur;e Nucleolus 5048 :25440 0 198710 23252 415100 

AD Rawlsian 5048 25440 0 1-93460 28501 415100 
Allocation T-raditional Nucleolus 11525 28799 1575 1,85130 2.9285 411240 

Rawlsian 1i1525 28799 1575 173280 41136 411240 ... 
'Cons~use NuCleolus 4639 24437 0 2()( no 22684 415280 

Single Rawh.ian 4639 24437 :0 195180 27414 ·415280 
AUocation Tmditional Nucleolus ·6396 24434 768 1.81170 40218 414570 

Rawlsian 7495 25382 769 178530 42067 413310 

Pricing Regime 
Method ;of:aIlocation Benefit \pricing 

,farm 1 2 3 4 5 ,6 

,Cons.me Nucleolus 5105 244,~1 {) 194590 25623 339100 
AB Rawlsian :5121 24881 ·0 19232.0 27818 398700 
Allocation ll'aditional NucleOlus '9803 26188 !l529 179130 32066 39041.0 

Rawlsian Itl049 27389 1618 170980 38936 .389170 
'Cons.lISt' 'Nucle<ilus ,4673 23523 0 !l98480 231i14 399650 

:SiQ8le Rawlsian 4743 23914 :0 194720 26885 39917.0 
Allocation TnuJitional NuCleOlus 6988 24212 779 183210 331139 3.93340 

,Ruwlsian 7590 .24726 ;848 116580 40015 392600 -



:themcome !the lcan ::achieve ,without trade. The lalternative iis ito 

llexicqgmphically ,order :the rotal mccme ,of the farmers, whicb ] lhave here 

lca11ed:the '''Rawlsian :approacn" .. 

'1:2 

<Ovem1lt :the '~optima1" pricing ,sChedUle in rpromotingdie '(VJorst--off 

ifarmer ris ;to ,;adQpt:a lbenefit pricing :sehedri1e irrespective ;,of (the method ,of 

:al1ocation.IDhe ;worst-off iis ,defined ;a~ ;:the ifarmer \Mtb \the ~owest aeveI lof 

£income. The '~best" '!theworst-off!('~expect from;a !benefit ¢citlg ,policy tis 
':$1'61'8 (under ,a benefit 'ipricing ~gime \compared lto :$1539 ;and ~$15il5 'from 

the itw~pa:rt :and :sill\ple volumetric lllncing respectfu1ly,. Drawing lbroad 
lCOllc1usions from ithese iresults !however., is 'guestlonahle,:as !the rdifferences 
;are 'small:.and !the gudgements ,are !based lupon lthepayoff tto;a fanner 'who 

,does 'not lUtilise \his 'or her ,allocation. iFurthermore., !benefit pricing (coUld :a1so 

:been '.questioned ,as:asuitable pricing iIegime for ;a market (environment. 

~Vhi1e the 'income (of 'the ,worst-off a~gator is maximised l})y ;adopting 

,a ',benefit pricing 'iJlOIicy, \the -process 'of trade icha.!lgesithe aopping ;patterns !of 

,the fanners. :A:sa il'esult,ifue revenue :collected by tthewater :authority :also 

~aries. Theitotal payoff:to theifanners iunder lthe \J:wo--part;and :sanp1e 

volumetric rPricingr~gimes is ~$667 ~556. 'Under;a \benefitpri~gpolicy, the 

payoff do:the fanners \'Varies }ttom ;$639~142 to '$649,,432 "~nding upon :the 

method ,of iil11ocation. Jln ;a11 ,cases tthe water ;authority "collects mote revenue 

iL;an \o~gina11yp1anned. tHnder ,AB ;ttraditional) )method ;of lillocatiOD~ lbenefit 

:pTiciQg, 1based lupoD :initial \CTOppmg patterns, produces;an increase in ': Iter 

,authority revenue <of £$28,4114 ($667;5561ess .$639,142). In !essence, lthe 
major lIimitation ioflbenefit 'pricing, ;and water pricitlg jpOucies ibased ,upon 

iCfOp !production in general, is Ithe 'uncertainty ,of l!Cvenue ito the water 

:authority idue to market lTeal1ocation ,of'WllterreswuQg in ,a restmcturi:qg :of 

.. crqppingpattems. To iIedUce :uncertainty lof :administrative revenue, fue 

'structure fof agricultunil production 'would lneed ito lbe !highly ~gu1ated. 

ftf ibenefit jprlcing is rejectea ;as ,a walid ,method 40f pri~g, Ithen \the (choice is 

ibetween (two-part :pricing ,and :sim,ple \Volumetric lpricing. lIt 'Was found !that !for ,a 

'sitqple 'volumetric \prici~g 'SChedule ttbe income tof itbe '\worst~off fanner 'was ,at least 

,egwil Ito, if !Jlot,aoove, \tbe ,income :,of Ithe ',wor~t .. off illIlder;a ltwo-;part ¢d:qg lJ'egime, 

me~.fiye iof\fhe ;method (of !initial ,allocation. For ,example, 'unde:"an All 

{(traditional) method (of ;aIlocation, tthe payoff lto the lworst--off is '$1539 if ;a itwa-part 
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pricing schedule is used, compared to $1515 under a single volumetric price 
regime. 

Making policy decisions on the basis of the distribution of income 

derived from the sale of unutilised allocations could also be questioned. If a 

farmer has an allocation of water and makes no attempt to utilise this 

allocation, should a farmer have the right to the benefits of sale of the 
allocation? Further, if a farmer are not generating income from their 

allocation, their allocation is clearly not a good reflection of their welfare, 

and so should be excluded. Player 3 could be excluded in two ways. The 

simplest way is to simply ignore the income derived from player 3, the 

second is to only consider consumptive use results, in which player 3 looses 
the right to their allocation. 

If the first option is adopted, the "optimal" polic} is to charge a 

simple volumetric charge. irrespective of the method of allocation except if 
an AB (traditional) method of allocation is used, in which case a benefit 

pricing schedule will achieve the optimal welfare of the worst-off. 

Alternatively, if a consumptive use option is adopted, then the benefit 

pricing policy could be adopted. If the benefit pricing policy is rejected, then 

a simple volumetric pricing policy could be adopted in preference to a two

part pricing policy. 

1~"lterestingJy enough, if income player 3 is ignored, the welfare of the 

worst-off is maximised only if farm 3 is a player in the market. In other 

words it is better to allow farm 3 to keep the benefits he or her receives from 

trade as it maximises the welfare of the worst-off farmer who utilises his or 
her allocation. If fann 3' s income is ignored, then the income of the next 

worst-off irrigator is maximised using a traditional method of allocation. For 

two--part pricing, for example~ the worst-off under the traditional AB method 

of allocation is $11,062, compared to $4,995 under consumptive use, and 

likewise for the single volumetric pricing the lowest income is $11,525 

under a traditional method of allocation,compared to $5,048. 

Consistent throughout the analysis, the AB (traditional) method of 

water allocation produces the highest payoff to the worst-off farmer. The 

maximum payoff to the worst-off under a two-part pricing regime is $1,539 

•• 



and S11 ,062, under a simple volumetric pricing regime, $1,575 and 

$11,525, and if benefit pricing is adopted, $1,618 and $11,049. 

The conclusions drawn from the Rawlsian payoff vectors are 

consistent with the nucleolus payoff vectors. In other words the different 
reference point for assessing the distribution of income did not produce 
significantly inconsistent results. 

Concluding comments 

1.4 

Gaming equilibria have been used to assess alternative pricing 

regimes across four methods of water allocation to determlne which method 

of water pricing in a market environment will maximise the income of the 

worst-off irrigator and whether the result depends upon the method of 

allocation. 
In summary t while the benefit pricing regime maximises the income of 

worst-off irrigator across all four methods of water allocation, it leads to uncertainty 

in terms of revenue for the water authority and water users. If the benefit pricing 

regime is re.iected, the income of the worst-off irrigator is higher under a simple 

volumetric method of pricing than under a two-part pricing regime, irrespective of 

the method of water entitlement allocation. In essence, the method of allocation did 

not change the relative merits of the water pricing regimes however, the AB method 

of allocation produced the maximum payoff to the worst-off irrigator across all 

pricing regimes. The optimal policy for the water authority, if it was to maximise 

the welfare of the worst off farmer is to adopt a AD (traditional) allocation method 

and a single volumetric pricing policy. 
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